
Weekend Warmer Easy Scarf 
 

 
 



This is a really simple scarf woven on a rigid heddle loom with at least 10in weaving width.  Woven 
using a wool warp and merino and cotton boucle blend, it is great practice for those new to weaving 
as it forces you to not beat too hard and to be careful on the edges to reduce draw in on the sides.  
The reason being you don’t want to lose the fuzzyness of the weft.  That said, the yarn used is either 
discontinued or in short supply, but other similar yarns can be found online by checking 
www.yarnsub.com. 
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Project Specifications  
 
Finished Size 
After washing, 70in x 8 in wide including a 3cm fringe each end. My pre-wash woven length was 

76in, so there is a 6in shrinkage in length with this warp.   
 
Equipment 
10 dent rigid heddle loom with a minimum weaving width of 10” and 2 stick shuttles. 
 
Notions 
Rotary cutter and self-healing mat, tapestry needles, scrap yarn 
 

Warp and Weft Specifications  
 
Sett (EPI) 
10 
 
Weaving width 
9” 
 
Picks per inch (PPI) 
10 
 
Warp Length and Number of Ends 
89” (includes 13” for loom waste and fringe). 
96 ends 
 
Warping Method 
Direct 
 
Yarns 
Warp - BC Garn Semilla fino, 100% organic wool, 50g 240m, fingering weight, plied. It seems to be 

discontinued now.  I used the full ball bar 40”. 

 

Weft Colour 1 - Lang Yarns Yara in 005 Grey, 50g 160m. I used 41g or 131.2m  

Weft Colour 2 - Lang Yarns Yara in 003 Light Grey.  I used 39g or 124.8m. 

Both Lang Yarns seems to be rare supply but any boucle style yarn should work. 
 

Warping 
Warp your loom using the direct method.  Tie to the front beam in groups of 8 ends.  If using Semilla 
fino yarn, there is stretch in this yarn so do not tighten the warp excessively. 
 

Weaving 

http://www.yarnsub.com/


1. Wind a shuttle with some scrap yarn and weave at least 1” to spread the warp. 
2. Wind two shuttles with the contrast yarns. 
3. Starting with the heddle in the up position, weave using Weft Colour 1, leaving a 6 inch tail.  

In the next shed tuck this tail in to the weaving and continue for 3” 

4. Hem the end using the Clove-Hitch knot to hem across 2 warp ends each.  
5. Continue to weave in Colour 1 until 7” is woven. 
6. Change to Colour 2 and weave 2.5inches.  Remember to tuck the tails in at each colour 

change. 
7. Continue working by repeating these two blocks until four of each are completed. (If you do 

a longer scarf, then you will need to recalculate the block sizes accordingly).  

8. For the second half start with Weft Colour 1, weave 2.5cm (this is the switch of colour for 
the second half, so in the middle there will be two 2.5” blocks) then weave 7in of Weft 
Colour 2. 

9. Repeat this until you have 4 blocks of 2.5cm and 4 of 7cm.   

10. Hem the end using the Clove-Hitch knot and weave in ends.  
 
Finishing 

1. Cut from loom and soak in a bath with some light detergent and a little softener if desired. 
Do not agitate, just let it soak for 15 minutes.  Let water drain and lightly press to remove 
excess.  Do not wring.  Do not machine wash else the fringe will fray and mat together. 

2. Lay flat on towels and roll up to remove excess water.  Lay flat to dry adjusting the width 
where needed as there will be some shrinkage. 

3. Either trim ends to a short fringe or twist them into a longer fringe using 4 warp threads per 
twist, knot then trim.  

4. Trim away colour change ends across fabric to tidy. 


